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A dramatic improvement in electrical conductivity is necessary to make conductive polymer fibers viable candidates in appli-

cations such as flexible electrodes, conductive textiles, and fast-response sensors and actuators. In this study, high-performance

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS) conjugated polymer microfibers were fabricated via

wet-spinning followed by hot-drawing. Due to the combined effects of the vertical hot-drawing process and doping/de-doping

the microfibers with ethylene glycol (EG), we achieved a record electrical conductivity of 2804 S ·cm−1. This is, to the best of our

knowledge, a six-fold improvement over the best previously reported value for PEDOT/PSS fibers (467 S · cm−1) and a two-fold

improvement over the best values for conductive polymer films treated by EG de-doping (1418 S · cm−1). Moreover, we found

that these highly conductive fibers experience a semiconductor-metal transition at 313 K. They also have superior mechanical

properties with a Young’s modulus up to 8.3 GPa, a tensile strength reaching 409.8 MPa and a large elongation before failure

(21%). The most conductive fiber also demonstrates an extraordinary electrical performance during stretching/unstreching: the

conductivity increased by 25% before the fiber rupture point with a maximum strain up to 21%. Simple fabrication of the semi-

metallic, strong and stretchable wet-spun PEDOT/PSS microfibers described here could make them available for conductive

smart electronics.

1 Introduction

Fiber-shaped conductive materials are attractive for use in ap-

plications ranging from simple textiles to complex multima-

terial piezoelectric fibres and supercapacitors.1–6 Conjugated

polymer fibers, featuring tunable electrical conductivity, have

been extensively investigated from both fundamental and ap-

plication perspectives to understand their electrical and me-

chanical properties and their practical use in conducting tex-

tiles, organic electronics, sensors and actuators.7–12 The main
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techniques for processing polymer fibers are dry-spinning,

wet-spinning, melt-spinning and electrospinning.13 In partic-

ular, wet-spinning is a relatively simple process to produce

continuous polymer microfibers by submerging the spinneret

in a coagulation bath that causes the fiber to solidify.13,14

Among the popular conjugated polymers, polypyrrole

(PPy), polyaniline (PANI) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy-

thiophene)/poly(styrenesulfonate)(PEDOT/PSS) have been

successfully spun into microfibers by the wet-spinning pro-

cess.8,9,11,15 PEDOT/PSS has been found to have the best

spinnability and its preparation technique can be scaled up

to an industrial process.16 In the past decade, doping and/or

de-doping with various polar solvents has been carried out to

enhance the conductivity of PEDOT/PSS films and fibers by

two or three orders of magnitude.9,17–21 Doping PEDOT/PSS

involves mixing it with a small amount of secondary dopant

(with a high boiling point and < 6 wt%) to change its mi-

crostructure to a more conductive state; de-doping requires

partially removing amorphous PSS by washing it with polar

solvents. Depending on grade of the employed pristine PE-

DOT/PSS, as-spun microfibers (without any doping) generally

display low electrical conductivity (from 1 to 74 S · cm−1).8,9

Their electrical conductivity could be improved up to 467

S · cm−1 by using an ethylene glycol (EG) de-doping process,
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which partially removes the amorphous and insulating PSS

phase.8 Jalili et al.9 showed that by combining doping and de-

doping, the electrical conductivity of PEDOT/PSS microfibers

could reach 351 S · cm−1. Spinning PEDOT/PSS with func-

tionalized carbon nanotubes into fibers led to limited improve-

ment in conductivity (400 S · cm−1).22,23 To meet the require-

ments for use as flexible electrodes, conductive textiles and

fast-response sensors and actuators, such conductive polymer

fibers must have dramatically improved electrical conductiv-

ity.

In this study, we fabricated semi-metallic, strong, and

stretchable wet-spun PEDOT/PSS conjugated polymer mi-

crofibers. The novelty of our fabrication technique lies in a

two-step method (wet-spinning followed by immediate hot-

drawing) that greatly promotes molecular alignment. When

combined with doping/de-doping by ethylene glycol (EG),

it achieves a record electrical conductivity as high as 2804

S · cm−1. To the best of our knowledge, this is a six-fold

improvement over the the best value previously reported for

fibers (467 S ·cm−1) and double the best value reported for PE-

DOT/PSS films treated with EG (1418 S cm−1).24 We found

that these highly conductive fibers display a semiconductor-

metal transition at 313 K. They also display superior mechan-

ical properties: the Young’s modulus is 8.3±0.4 GPa, the ten-

sile strength is 409.8±13.6 MPa and the elongation at break

for these fibers is 21.2±1.4%. These results show that the

combined properties of the fibers have been remarkably im-

proved in comparison with previously reported PEDOT/PSS

fibers, as shown in Fig. 1a.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

The PEDOT/PSS aqueous dispersion (CleviosT M P and

PH1000) was purchased from HC Starck, Inc. Ethylene glycol

(EG), Isotropyl alcohol (IPA), acetone were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2 Preparation of highly spinable PEDOT/PSS inks

10 mL of water was evaporated from 20 mL of the PH1000

dispersion (11 mg mL−1) at 50 ◦C to increase the viscosity

of the ink. Then 0.3 g of EG was mixed into the concen-

trated PH1000 dispersion (22 mg mL−1) by a magnetic stir-

rer for two hours to enhance the electrical conductivity.17,25,36

Then it was homogenized at 20,000 rpm for 5 mins using a

T18 homogenizer (IKA) and followed by 20 mins bath son-

ication using a Brason 8510 sonicator (250 W, Thomas Sci-

entific) at room temperature. Finally, the dispersion was de-

gassed in a vacuum oven at room temperature (21 ◦C) before

wet-spinning.

2.3 Wet-spinning of PEDOT/PSS fibers

The spinning formulation was loaded into a 5 mL glass sy-

ringe and spun into a coagulation bath though a metal needle

with an inner diameter from 100 to 220 µm. The flow rate

of the ink was controlled between 2 to 50 µL min−1 by using

a syringe pump. The fibers were collected vertically onto a

50 mm winding spool, which gives a line speed of 2 to 4 m

min−1. The air temperature along the path of the fiber was

controlled to 90◦C by two vertically located hot-plates (see

Fig. 1b) and was monitored by a thermocouple. After wet-

spinning, de-doping of the as-spun fibers was carried out by

immersing them in a EG bath for 1 hour and the fibers were

then dried in air at 160 ◦C for 1 hour. Herein, as-spun PE-

DOT/PSS fiber, EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fiber, (PEDOT/PSS)/EG

fiber and EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber represent pristine PE-

DOT/PSS fiber, 3 wt% EG doped PEDOT/PSS fiber, EG de-

doped PEDOT/PSS fiber and EG de-doped 3 wt% EG doped

PEDOT/PSS fiber, respectively.

2.4 Characterization

Electrical resistance of the fibers was measured by using an

Agilent 1252B multimeter. The electrodes on the fiber were

made by connecting a copper wire to the fiber surface with

silver epoxy. The distance between two contacts was about

10 mm. The temperature-dependent DC electrical conductiv-

ity was measured by the two probe method in a temperature

controllable chamber, in which highly pure N2 was purged at

a flow rate of 200 mL min−1 to protect the sample and mea-

surement electronics from the humid air. The electrical con-

ductivity measurements of the specimens were carried out in

the temperature range from -150 to 220 ◦C with a heating rate

of 5 ◦C min−1. At least three measurements were conducted

for each type of fiber.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using

a Quanta 3D (FEI Company). TEM samples were prepared by

focused ion beam (FIB) cutting with help from the same SEM

machine. The conductive fibers were first fixed on the SEM

holder with silver epoxy. The samples were tilted 52 ◦ and

cuts were made along the fiber axis direction. The ion beam

source was a field-emission FIB with a Pt ion emitter, an ion

beam voltage of 30 kV and a beam current of 0.47 nA.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis were car-

ried out with a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer equipped

with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV)

operating at 150 W, a multichannel plate and delay line de-

tector under a vacuum of 1×10−9 mbar. All spectra were

recorded using an aperture slot of 300×700 µm. The survey

and high-resolution spectra were collected at fixed analyzer

pass energies of 160 eV and 20 eV, respectively. The XPS

peaks were analyzed using a Shirley-type background and a

nonlinear least-squares fitting of the experimental data based
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chione, Inc). The entire image acquisition as well as process-

ing of the data was accomplished by using the GMS v1.8.3

microscopy suite software (Gatan, Inc).

Transmission Wide-angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) mea-

surements were performed on the D-line, Cornell High En-

ergy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) at Cornell University. The

fibers were aligned vertically into a bundle and placed perpen-

dicularly into a monochromatic x-ray beam with the wave-

length of 0.115 nm. The scattering patterns were collected by

a CCD detector (Medoptics) with a pixel size of 46.9 µm at a

distance 100 mm away from sample. The exposure time was

10 s. To present the anisotropic scattering, the plots were inte-

grated along the horizontal and vertical directions in the ±5◦

region by the Fit2d program.26

Normal WAXD tests were performed from 2 to 35 ◦ in a

continuous mode using a Bruker D8 Advance powder X-ray

diffractometer, with Cu-Kα radiation (λ =1.54 Å) at 40 kV

and 40 mA. To generate peaks with relatively high intensity, a

slow increment at 0.02 ◦ and a slow scan speed at 12 sec/step

was applied. the percentage of crystallinity was determined by

the Diffract.EVA software (Bruker). Raman spectra were col-

lected using a LabRAM Aramis Raman spectrometer (Horiba,

Ltd.) on casted films and fibers using a 632 nm laser.

The mechanical behavior of the fibers was measured by an

5966 Instron universal testing machine at a strain rate of 5%

min−1. The tests were performed inside an enclosure to pro-

tect the fibers from environmental disturbances. 2 cm long

fibers were prepared and fixed on a paper card. The tensile

strength, Young’s modulus and elongation were calculated,

and the values were collected from at least 10 tests for each

formulation. The electrical resistance change of the fibers was

monitored using an U1252B digital multimeter. A cyclic load-

ing/unloading program was applied to the fiber with an incre-

mental extension of 0.2 mm at each cycle and then releasing

to a load of 1 mN. The resistance data were captured every

1 s during the test. Two ends of the samples were connected

with copper wires and painted with silver epoxy, followed by

sealing the silver epoxy area by an epoxy glue.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 The effect of hot-drawing on the conductivity of as-

spun PEDOT/PSS fibers

Fig. 1b shows a schematic of the wet-spinning process (see

the experimental section for details). A vertical hot-drawing

system was set up to process the ”wet” fibers as they are

pulled out of the acetone/isopropyl alcohol (acetone/IPA) co-

agulation bath. Optimization of the wet-spinning parame-

ters to achieve the highest reported conductivity of as-spun

fibers is described in the Supporting Information. The verti-

cal hot-drawing process helps to align the molecular chains

of the fibers in the fiber direction. The draw ratio is cal-

culated from the ratio of the fiber collection speed and the

wet-spinning speed (see details in the supporting Information

and Fig. S2† ). Spinning of a pristine PH1000 dispersion

(11 mg/mL) by using this system resulted in a discontinu-

ous spinning process producing fibers with lengths up to 20

m at a draw ratio of 3.0. These fibers had an average diame-

ter of 4.9±0.6 µm (Fig. S3a† ). The spinnability of the fiber

was dramatically improved by doubling the concentration of

the PH1000 dispersion (22 mg/mL), resulting in fibers with

lengths up to 100 m, while the diameter increased to 9.8±1.3

µm, as measured in SEM image (Fig. 1c). The fibers were

found to have remarkably smooth surfaces and they could be

easily knotted, demonstrating their excellent flexibility (inset

of Fig. 1c). The electrical conductivity of the fibers spun from

these two concentrations were 361±31 and 368±34 S · cm−1,

respectively. These results suggest that the initial concentra-

tion of the dispersion does not affect the fiber conductivity

by much. It is important to point out that no pretreatment

was done on these dispersions and that the conductivity val-

ues were five times higher than the highest previous values of

as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers (74 S · cm−1)8 and three orders of

magnitude higher than that of bulk film (0.7 S ·cm−1).17 Fibers

without hot-drawing (draw ratio = 1) from the concentrated

dispersion (22 mg/mL) were also fabricated and had a diame-

ters of 24.9±1.3 µm (Fig. S3b† ). The conductivity of these

fibers without hot-drawing was 188±16 S · cm−1, which was

only half of the value of the hot-drawn fibers. To further con-

firm effect of the hot-drawing, another source of PEDOT/PSS

dispersion (Clevios P, 13 mg/mL) was also spun into much

thinner fibers with diameters of 2.9±0.2 µm using the hot-

drawing process (Fig. S3c† ). The conductivity of these Cle-

vios P microfibers was 121±11 S · cm−1, which is one order

of magnitude higher than that of the earlier reported value (11

S · cm−1 with a diameter of 4.5 µm).8 These results suggest

that hot-drawing process with a draw ratio of 3.0 serves to

reduce fiber diameter and contribute to the increased conduc-

tivity observed. As a result, we attributed the improvement

in the conductivity of the fibers to the preferential alignment

of the molecular chains along the fiber axis induced by the

hot-drawing. By using a simple hot-drawing assisted wet-

spinning process, we could therefore fabricate fibers with elec-

trical conductivity comparable with that of fibers doped and/or

de-doped by organic solvent.

3.2 The effect of EG doping and/or de-doping

To obtain the highest possible electrical conductivity of the

conjugated polymer fibers, doping and/or de-doping processes

were applied to these fibers, as shown in Table S1† . First,

doping was accomplished by adding 3 wt% EG with respect

to the concentrated PH1000 dispersion (22 mg/mL). The aver-
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age diameter of the fabricated fibers (EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fiber)

was 9.7±1.4 µm (Fig. S3d† ) and the conductivity readily im-

proved from 368±34 to 607±60 S · cm−1. This conductivity

enhancement was due to the microstructure arrangement of the

PEDOT chains. The dipole-dipole interaction of EG with thio-

phene rings results in a planarization of the PEDOT chains.

The quinoid structure becomes the dominating conformation

on the chains. Thus, the PEDOT chains transformed from a

coil to an expanded coil or linear structure after doping.9

The effect of de-doping was studied separately. Specif-

ically, the as-spun fibers produced from the concentrated

PH1000 dispersion (22 mg/mL) were de-doped by directly im-

mersing the fibers in an EG bath for 1 hour and a conductiv-

ity of 1304±56 S · cm−1 was achieved. The main reason for

the conductivity enhancement by de-doping is the partially re-

moval of amorphous PSS.8

Earlier research has shown that an effective way of achiev-

ing the highest conductivity (1418 S · cm−1) of PEDOT/PSS

films is to use both doping and de-doping processes to-

gether.24. Here, following the same idea and incorporating

these processes with the hot-drawing process, we achieved a

striking increase in the electrical conductivity of the fibers:

from 607±60 S · cm−1 to 2804±311 S · cm−1. This value is

six times better than best value for previous reported fibers

(467 S · cm−1) and twice the best value (1418 S · cm−1) of PE-

DOT/PSS films with EG treatment.24 Although a conductiv-

ity for PEDOT/PSS film ranging from 2400 to 4380 S · cm−1

has been achieved by treating the film with sulfuric acid, the

use of strong and corrosive acid will cause safety concerns

and is undesirable in commercial device fabrication.18,27 In

this work, simply by assisting the wet-spinning process with

hot-drawing and doping/de-doping the fibers with EG, we can

achieve a high conductivity that is comparable with the highest

values for PEDOT/PSS films. We also demonstrate the elec-

trical properties of our fibers by wiring a light-emitting diode

(LED) with two PEDOT/PSS conductive fibers. The fiber re-

sistance was low enough to light the LED at 6 V, as shown in

Fig. 1d.

3.3 The Semi-metallic behavior of the fibers

Apart from the electrical conductivity at room temperature

(RT), a second important factor characterizing electrical trans-

port in conductive fibers is the dependence of conductivity on

temperature. In previous study, we shown that pristine PE-

DOT/PSS film exhibits a typical semiconductor behavior with

a positive temperature coefficient in the 123-523 K range.28

However, the electrical behavior of PEDOT/PSS fibers is

quite different than films. Fig. 1e shows the temperature-

dependent conductivity of an as-spun PEDOT/PSS fiber, an

EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fiber, a (PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber and an

EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber. All these fibers exhibited two

regimes in the conductivity: at low temperature, the con-

ductivity rises with temperature (semiconductive behavior),

whereas at high temperature, the conductivity drops (metallic

behavior). The crossover temperature for the semiconductor-

metal (S-M) transition is around 313 K (40 ◦C). The insulator-

metal (I-M) or (S-M) transition in conductive polymers or

carbon-based fibers has been observed in a wide tempera-

ture range in a number of systems, including polyacetylene,

polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythiophene derivatives and car-

bon nanotubes.3,29–34 Generally, the crossover temperature,

T0, of conductive polymers has been reported to be below

room temperature, whereas T0 of CNT fibers has been reported

to vary from 40 K to well above room temperature.3,34 The

conductivity ratio, σ(T )/σ(T0), has been chosen to qualify

the relative disorder in different samples and for identification

of the various regimes.29 Fig. 1f shows that the semiconduc-

tive behavior is more pronounced for low conductivity fibers.

The typical semiconductive behavior that the fibers displayed

at low temperature can be understood as carrier hopping or

tunneling between adjacent PEDOT/PSS grains. These points

will be addressed in detail in the following discussions. At

high temperature, metallic behavior in EG doped and/or de-

doped fibers indicates diffusive, intra-chain transport, during

which the conductivity is reduced by electron-phonon scatter-

ing.

3.4 Microstructure characterization

To understand the electrical properties of the conductive

fibers, we studied the surface and inner structural changes

of the fibers. We used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) to investigate the as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers and

EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fibers before and after EG de-doping.

High-resolution XPS of the S 2p core-level spectra are shown

in Fig. 2a and b. The S 2p core-level has a signature with

two distinct peaks from 162 to 166 eV and from 166 to 171

eV. Each peak involves contributions from a spin-split dou-

blet, S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2, with 1.2 eV energy splitting and

a 1:2 intensity ratio.35 The two peaks from 162 to 166 eV

are well separated compared with the peaks from 166 to 171

eV. The S 2p3/2 components at 163.3 eV and 167.6 eV corre-

spond to sulfur atoms of the PEDOT and the sulfonate frag-

ment of PSS, respectively.18,36,37 The experimental PEDOT-

to-PSS ratio (Rs) was determined by quantitative analysis of

the S 2p core-level spectra. In as-spun PEDOT/PSS fiber

and EG/PEDOT/PSS fiber, the Rs are 0.50 and 0.52, respec-

tively. By EG de-doping, the Rs increased to 0.86 and 1.04

for (PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber and EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber,

respectively. This change clearly suggests that PSS are par-

tially removed from fibers by EG de-doping. The fact that the

EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber also has the highest conductivity

(2804 S ·cm−1) also indicated that the less insulating polymer,
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revealing that EG doping/de-doping releases conductive PE-

DOT from the PEDOT/PSS complex. The selected area elec-

tron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the as-spun PEDOT/PSS

fibers shows amorphous rings, indicating that the crystallinity

of PEDOT is inhibited by a strong electrostatic interaction

with the entangled PSS. On the other hand, the SAED pattern

of the EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber is similar to PEDOT mi-

croribbons with a width of 1.8 µm41, showing discrete diffrac-

tion spots in each Debye ring. These results suggest that af-

ter EG doping/de-doping, the PEDOT structure is rearranged

from random-oriented polycrystalline to a preferred-oriented

polycrystalline. Thus, interchain charge carrier transport will

be significantly improved by the chain alignment so that the

EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber has the highest conductivity.

To understand the electrical transport in the fibers, the fiber

microstructure was investigated by transmission Wide Angle

X-ray Scattering (WAXS). The fibers are bundled and aligned

perpendicularly to scatter the x-ray beam, as shown in Fig.

S5† . Fig. 3 presents the 2D WAXS pattern and the intensity

integration plots along the vertical and horizontal directions,

presenting the anisotropic structure in the fibers. For the as-

spun PEDOT/PSS fibers, three broad peaks are observed in

the vertical direction at approximately qz = 2.5, 11.6 and 17.5

nm−1, corresponding to the d-spacing of 2.51, 0.541 and 0.359

nm (Fig. 3e), respectively. The (100) peak at qz = 2.5 nm−1

is assigned to lamella stacking of alternate orderings of PE-

DOT and PSS in the plane. The (020) peak at qz = 17.5 nm−1

indicates π −π stacking of PEDOT chains along the vertical

direction.8,38. The broad peak at qz = 11.6 nm−1 is attributed

to the amorphous halo of randomly distributed PSS.27,38,42 On

the other hand, the integrated plot in the horizontal direction,

which shows the microstructure in the transverse fiber direc-

tion, has only a PSS peak but no (100) and (020) peaks (Fig.

3f). Due to the amorphous nature of PSS, there is no obvious

anisotropy with this broad peak (qxy = 11.6 nm −1) in both di-

rections. To conclude, the strong scattering anisotropy of PE-

DOT in as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers reveals that the PEDOT

chains orient preferentially along the fiber direction.

The EG doped fibers have a similar structure as the as-spun

fibers but they have better crystallinity. Fig. 3c presents the

WAXS pattern of EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fibers showing the higher

intensity from both π − π stacking and polymer backbones.

The fibers made with 3 wt% EG-doped PEDOT/PSS exhibit

narrower peaks at both qz = 2.34 and 17.6 nm−1, indicat-

ing that better crystallinity formed in the fibers. The broad

hump peak at qz = 11.6 nm−1 is more obvious, suggesting that

EG weakens the electrostatic interactions between PSS and

PEDOT. This improvement is consistent with observations in

former AFM phase images (Fig. 2a,b), in which the phase

segregation of PEDOT and PSS is more obvious than that of

as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers. It is worth noting that after de-

doping, the π−π stacking peak of as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers

and EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fibers shifted from qz = 17.5 and 17.6

nm−1 to qz = 17.9 and 18.0 nm−1, respectively. The above

peak shifts correspond to a reduction in the π − π stacking

distances from 3.59 and 3.57 to 3.51 and 3.48 Å, respectively.

The shorter distance indicates stronger π −π interactions be-

tween adjacent PEDOT chains, facilitating electron transport

in these directions. There is also an obvious intensity reduc-

tion on the broad hump peak at qz and qxy =11.6 nm−1, as

manifested by the partial removal of PSS in XPS results (Fig.

2a,b). The alignment of molecule along the fiber axis is deter-

mined by Herman’s orientation factor (f)43:

f =
3(cos2 θ)−1

2
(1)

where θ is the angle between the orienting entity and

the fiber axis. The optimised alignment of the molecule

chains was confirmed by observing Herman’s orientation

factor, 0.697 and 0.726 for as-spun PEDOT/PSS fiber and

EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber, respectively. Normal WAXS

(Fig. S6a,b† , Fig. S7a† and Table S2† ) were also per-

formed and the results are comparable with those of transmis-

sion WAXS. We verified again that the most effective way to

improve the order of the molecular chains and the crystalinity

of the fibers involves stretching the molecular chains by hot-

drawing, reducing of the PEDOT and PSS electrostatic inter-

action by EG doping and reducing the π −π stacking distance

of PEDOT chains by EG de-doping.

3.5 Mechanical and electromechanical behaviors

A most obvious feature of these fibers is that they can be easily

shaped into highly flexible structures, which is crucial to suc-

cessful applications requiring stretchable electronics and func-

tional fabrics. To illustrate this, a bundle of fibers was wound

around a thin glass capillary (diameter: 5 mm) to form a he-

lical shape after drying (Fig. 4a). The spring-like bundle was

then manually stretched from 3.5 cm to a final length of 12.5

cm, corresponding to an elongation of 257%. The stretched

bundle did not break and could recover its original shape upon

release.

Next, we investigated the single fiber mechanical behavior.

Fig. 4b shows stress-strain curves obtained for fibers subjected

to hot-drawing but with various formulations. All fibers dis-

play a bi-linear stress-strain curve, which is characteristic of

linear strain-hardening behavior. The mechanical properties

of these fibers are greatly improved over those of earlier re-

ported PEDOT/PSS fibers.7–9 First of all, we note that hot-

drawing by itself already largely enhances the properties of

the fibers. Indeed, as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers have a tensile

strength of 242.5 ± 21.0 MPa and a Young’s modulus of 5.9 ±
0.7 GPa, which are already twice the values of as-spun fibers

prepared from IPA coagulant in a previous study.9 Further
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Fig. 3 Transmission WAXS characterization of PEDOT/PSS microfibers. 2D WAXS pattern of (a) as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers, (b)

(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fibers, (c) EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fibers and (d) EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fibers. The red markers in (b) show the directions of

intensity integration. (e) and (f) Intensity integration in the vertical and horizontal directions of all fibers.

SEM observation of the cross section of a broken fiber after

mechanical testing did not reveal any obvious pores. More

importantly, fibrilization at the fracture cross-section was ob-

served (Fig. S8† ), suggesting typical plastic deformation of

the fibers.

Our results indicate that doping and/or de-doping the fibers

with EG improved the mechanical properties. These fibers

had a tensile strength of 409.8 ± 13.6 MPa and a Young’s

modulus of 8.3 ± 0.4 GPa, which are three and 1.5 times

higher than previously reported, respectively.9 Generally, we

attribute these improvements to the partial removal of amor-

phous PSS (Fig. 2a,b) and an increase in the crystallinity of

PEDOT/PSS fibers as shown in Fig. 3. Along with the in-

crease in the Young’s modulus, we observe that the plastic be-

havior was largely reduced after doping and de-doping. First,

the yield stress, σy, increased from 135 MPa for the as-spun

fibers to 187 MPa for the EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fibers, indi-

cating that the plasticity developed at a 38% higher load in

the lastest. When plasticity was initiated (> σy), it also de-

veloped more slowly in the EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fibers com-

pared with the as-spun fibers. Indeed, this typical bi-linear

behavior can be matched as a first approximation by a simple

Prandtl-Reuss elasto-plastic model.44 In this model, the clas-

sical linear hardening parameter, H, ranges from 0 for materi-

als with perfect plasticity to +∞ for perfectly elastic behaviors

and it can be expressed as:

H =
σm −σy

D
(2)

where σm is the final tensile stress and D is the plastic strain, as

shown in Fig. 4a. H takes here the values 819, 1039, 1216 and

1315 MPa for the as-spun fibers, the EG/(PEDOT/PSS) fibers,

the (PEDOT/PSS)/EG) fibers and the EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG

fibers, respectively. The increases in the Young’s modulus

(E), the yield stress (σy) and the linear hardening parameter

(H) are consistent with removal of the PSS phase. Indeed,

the PEDOT/PSS fiber is in fact a composite between a soft

and plastic phase (PSS) with a much stiffer and less plastic

phase (PEDOT). Removal of PSS tends to increase the elas-

tic properties while decreasing the plastic properties. Note

that the mechanical tests in this work were performed at room

temperature and 60% relative humidity (RH). It is expected

that the values reported here for tensile strength and Young’s

modulus would further increase by reducing the RH level.45,46

We also found that the fibers that display the highest modu-

lus combined with the highest ultimate tensile strength (i.e.,

EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fibers), are also those that exhibit the
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highest electrical conductivity. Thus, the mechanical prop-

erties and electrical conductivity are improved in a corre-

lated manner as the degree of chain alignment is increased,

as shown in Fig. 1a.

The superior mechanical and electrical properties motivated

us to further investigate the degradation of the mechanical and

electrical properties by stretching/unstretching. First, we per-

formed cyclic loading/unloading tests (Fig. 4c). These are

consistent with the monotonic loading test in the sense that

the former confirms the envelope of the cyclic curve, exclud-

ing any effect of the cycling on the envelope curve. To track

any development of degradation within the fibers while in-

creasing the loading, we followed a classical damage mechan-

ics approach.47 These materials display an elastic recovery

due to the elastic and reversible part of the extension. It is

important to note that the macroscopic elastic behaviour re-

sults from the superposition of both the amorphous elastic

behavior and the crystalline elastic behavior (much stiffer).

Therefore, the transition from a low modulus elastic phase

to a high modulus elastic phase denotes an increase in the

relative content of crystalline phase. The relative Young’s

modulus change, Ei/E0, of as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers and

EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fibers is plotted as a function of the

maximum strain at each cycle (Fig. S9† ), where E0 and Ei

are the initial and current Young’s modulus, respectively. For

the as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers, we observe a 20% decrease

in the Young’s modulus at low strain levels (< 4%). Beyond

this point, the modulus increases slightly. This behavior in the

low strain regime is attributed to the large amount of amor-

phous PSS in PEDOT/PSS fibers. At larger strains (> 4%),

the PEDOT crystalline region rotates the chain molecules into

the fiber loading direction and the modulus increases again. In

contrast, the Young’s modulus of EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber

remains almost constant until the strain level increases over

4%. This can be explained by the fact of that partial removal

of PSS can lead to an earlier rotation of the PEDOT crystalline

region in comparison with the as-spun PEDOT/PSS fiber.

The relative resistance change (∆R/R0) was also monitored

under cyclic loading/unloading with progressive extension of

the as-spun PEDOT/PSS fiber and EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber

(Fig. 4d,e). As expected, the resistance of the sample in-

creases with increasing strain. The resistance in a bulk ma-

terial with a circular cross section is given by:

R =
l

πr2σ
, (3)

where σ is the electrical conductivity, and l and r are the

length and the radius of the fiber, respectively. To determine

the intrinsic conductivity change, the pure geometric factor

was calculated and subtracted from the measured resistance.

The relationship between the relative resistance change and

the conductivity change can be expressed by:

∆R

R0
=−

∆σ

σ
+

∆ l

l
−2

∆r

r
. (4)

For small changes ∆ l/l = εl and ∆r/r = −νεl , where εl is

the strain in the fiber direction, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.

substituting these values in equation (3) gives

∆R

R0
=−

∆σ

σ
+ εl(1+2ν), (5)

where F = εl(1 + 2ν) comes only from the change in the

cross-section of the fibers, whereas the first part on the right-

side term, ∆σ/σ , reflects changes in the conductivity of the

material that can also be dependent on the strain.

For the as-spun PEDOT/PSS fibers, the relative resistance

change is 0.23 at 13% strain level. Assuming ν = 0.3448,

we can calculate F= 0.22 and ∆σ/σ ≈ 0. Therefore, the

variation in resistance can be mostly attributed to the change

in the geometry of the sample. However, it is important to

highlight that the EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber exhibits a much

lower variation in resistance. At the same strain level of 13%,

the resistance change is only 0.05, which is almost 3.5 times

lower than that of the as-spun fiber. With the previous val-

ues, we find that ∆σ/σ = 0.17, suggesting an increase in the

conductivity of the fiber.

3.6 Correlation between the microstructure and the elec-

trical and mechanical properties

The morphology, microstructure investigated by AFM and

TEM together with the electromechanical analyses of the

fibers provide some insight into the correlation between the

PEDOT/PSS microstructure and the electrical and mechanical

behaviors. The stages of the molecular level deformation of

PEDOT/PSS fiber are proposed in Fig. 5a. PEDOT/PSS is

a semi-crystalline complex, in which PEDOT is a conductive

nanocrystal and PSS is an amorphous insulator.38 The plas-

tic deformation starts by lengthening amorphous PSS chains.

At larger strains, the PEDOT crystalline region rotates the

molecule chains into the fiber’s loading direction. Further

deformation results in crystalline regions separating into dif-

ferent blocks and amorphous regions form new layers among

these blocks in the vertical direction. This rearrangement im-

proves the dispersion of PEDOT nanocrystals in the fiber and

the molecule chains tend to align with respect to the loading

direction. Moreover, due to the low content of amorphous

phase in the doped/de-doped material (EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG

fiber), amorphous chains between crystalline islands are rel-

atively short. Then, they can be easily stretched and tight-

ened during the loading so finally the modulus increases as

the amorphous chains become quickly straight. As the weak-

est part is the interface between amorphous and crystalline re-
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removed by EG de-doping, reducing the distance between

PEDOT-rich cores and thereby creating conductive path ways.

As a result, the ∆R/R0 for EG/(PEDOT/PSS)/EG fiber is dra-

matically reduced compared with that of as-spun PEDOT/PSS

fibers under the same strain. Oh et al.50 have shown that us-

ing PEDOT/PSS in electrodes and electrical circuits presents

a number of challenges, especially that the conductivity de-

creases at large strains (> 2%). However, our conductive

fibers show an extraordinary electrical performance during

stretching/unstreching: the conductivity increased by 25% (as

calculated from Equation (5)) before the fiber rupture point

with the maximum strain up to 21%.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we systematically studied the effects of hot-

drawing and EG doping/de-doping on the conductivity of wet-

spun PEDOT/PSS microfibers. We achieved an extremely

high values of bulk conductivity over 2800 S ·cm−1. This con-

ductivity value is comparable to the values of acid-treated PE-

DOT/PSS film (2400-4380 S · cm−1). The results also show a

clear correlation between the microstructure and the electrical

and mechanical properties. In particular, we found a maxi-

mum Young’s modulus of 8.3 GPa for the most conductive

fiber, which corresponds an increase of 41% over as-spun PE-

DOT/PSS fibers. The enhanced properties resulted from mi-

crostructural refinement, which was achieved by (1) preferred

alignment of PEDOT molecule chains through hot-drawing,

(2) reduction in the electrostatic interaction of PEDOT and

PSS by EG doping and (3) partial removal of amorphous PSS

from the fibers by EG de-doping. The fibers with enhanced

properties also show superior stretchability and are able to re-

tain high stiffness with an obvious increase in electrical con-

ductivity (25%) at strain levels as high as 21%. These re-

sults may provide a foundation for performance maximiza-

tion of conjugated polymer microfibers and our findings in-

dicate the fibers has a high potential to be used in textile-

based stretchable devices. For example, these light-weight,

stretchable conductive polymer fibers could be applied more

favorably than metallic wires with similar diameters in heat-

ing textiles, in which metallic wires are known to have poor

flexibility, stretchability and poor tolerance to frequent bend-

ing and contact. Work is undergoing to apply these conductive

polymer fibers as heating elements in smart textiles.
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